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The Golden Line: Your Life in Words 
 

How many sessions to complete?  4 

How long per session (ideally)?  45 minutes 

 

Students determine their golden line from a series of journal entries to reveal something about 

themselves and their life experiences. They make a watercolor painting with this golden line as 

the subject. 

 

Big Idea  

 By observing the real details of our experiences and communicating them through art, we 

can portray and understand a world rich with color, wisdom, and insight. 

 

Essential Questions  

 How can design help us be more specific with what we are trying to communicate? 

 What happens when we share our stories in a new way? 

 How do we interact with text in our daily lives? 

 

Studio Habits of Mind Operation in Lesson 

 Envision  Students must envision colors, fonts, and layouts in effective 

communication of their golden line. 

 Reflect  Students reflect on the heart of their original stories as they 

make design and material choices. 

 Engage & Persist  Students must engage with the same project for three weeks, 

take their time, and explore various ways of moving 

forward. 

  

CCSS  

 6.RI.2 
Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details. (How 

does locating a golden line help you reflect on the meaning you are trying to convey?) 

 6.RI.7 
Integrate information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) 

as well as in words to develop a coherent understanding of a topic or issue. 

  

National Arts Standards  

 VA:Cr1.1.7a 

Apply methods to overcome creative blocks. 

 VA:Cn11.1.7a 

Analyze how response to art is influenced by understanding the time and place in which it 

was created, the available resources, and cultural uses. 

  

Module Difficulty (Circle one) 

Easy                    Moderate                    Hard 
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Session 1 

 

Learning Goal Assessment 

 I can be more specific with my messages 

through my design choices. 

 Students are able to choose a golden line. 

Students use watercolor technique as 

demonstrated. 

Session Flow  (Circle one for each part) 

Pre-activity Choose your golden line. 

Introduction Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Middle Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Wrap-up Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Post-activity N/A 

Materials Preparation 

 Cups of water  In the days before, students create several 

journal entries to generate possible golden 

lines to choose from. 

 Pitcher of water  Prepare enough cups of water so there is 

one per student. Fill with about 1 inch of 

water each. 

 Painting kits and brushes  Fill an extra pitcher of clean water and 

cups. 

 Paper towels  Set out painting brushes and kits for each 

student or groups of 4–5. 

 Technology for live demo 

 Watercolor paper (9" x 12") 

 See watercolor demo video for a tutorial. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8Td

JA1P-nY 

Vocabulary 

 Golden line: a sentence or group of words that conveys the most importance or packs the 

most punch 

 Wash: watercolor painting a horizontal line and pulling the color down the page to create a 

background of color 

 Envision: step into your imagination and see multiple possibilities 

Procedures  

 Review journal entries from past days/weeks and underline possible golden lines 

(important, personal, meaningful). Choose one. Write it on top of your journal entry. 

 Watercolor demo: Teacher places watercolor sheet under video camera. Have golden line 

ready. Brainstorm out loud about what colors to use. Black is off limits. 
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 Demo 1: On dry paper, slightly wet one color with a brush. Load the brush and drag it 

across the paper. Discuss. 

 Demo 2: Dry wash: Wet an entire sheet of watercolor paper. Wet one watercolor color (red 

or blue works well for demos). Load brush and draw a line of paint horizontally across 

watercolor paper. Draw two more lines. Pull the paint down the paper, making it lighter as 

you go. Discuss differences from above.  

 Demo 3: Wet wash: Wet a second sheet of watercolor paper and dab one color into the 

center. The color will expand like a firework. Add more colors to the center to increase 

depth.  

 Students reflect on their chosen golden lines and choose 2–5 colors. 

 Pass out watercolor paper to each student. Students write their name on back of paper. 

 Pass out paint, water cups, and paper towels. 

 Students begin painting their paper. When finished, students place background to dry on a 

drying rack or open counter.  

 Discuss: How did it feel to choose colors to go with your golden line? What did you learn 

or notice from the exercise? 
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Session 2 
 

Learning Goal Assessment 

 Continued: Design (layout and fonts, 

specifically) can help me be more specific 

with my messages. 

 Students choose or create a font based on 

the meaning of their golden line. Students 

consider multiple layout solutions before 

choosing one. 

Session Flow  (Circle one for each part) 

Pre-activity None 

Introduction Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Middle Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Wrap-up Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Post-activity None 

Materials Preparation 

 Fonts slideshow  Set up fonts slideshow. 

 Copy paper, cut in half hamburger style  Prepare a stack of copy paper, pencils, and 

erasers. 

 Pencils  

 Dry watercolor washes  

Vocabulary   

 Font: the size, weight, and style of a typeface 

 Layout: the way in which the parts of something are arranged 

 Reflect: think deeply or carefully about 

Procedures  

 Layouts slideshow: introduction to the many different kinds of layouts. Discuss with 

students: Where are the words placed? Why is it interesting to look at? Where can we find 

text in our daily lives? 

 Under live demo camera, show two different layout options for teacher’s golden line on a 

piece of copy paper. 

 Pass out two sheets of copy paper and a pencil to each student. 

 Students study their golden lines and consider layout design and font choices. Students 

make at least three sketches of different layout options. 

 Encourage students who finish quickly to continue making different designs or lend advice 

to other students struggling to come up with ideas. 

 Students may lightly pencil words onto their watercolor washes, but will not be using 

Sharpie pens until they choose fonts. 
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Session 3 
 

Learning Goal Assessment 

 Continued: Design (layout and font) can 

help me be more specific with my 

messages. 

 Student chooses a font that represents 

meaning of golden line. Students engage 

and persist with project. 

Session Flow (Circle one for each part) 

Pre-activity None 

Introduction Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Middle Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Wrap-up Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Post-activity None 

Materials Preparation 

 Sharpie pens: varying thickness  Place font sheets under live demo camera. 

 Replicable font sheets  Have Sharpie pens, pencils, and dry 

projects ready to hand out to students. 

 Live demo technology  

 Dry watercolor washes  

 Drying rack or counter space  

Vocabulary 

 Replicate: make a copy of; reproduce 

 Engage & Persist: focus and participate wholeheartedly in a task for a sustained period of 

time 

Procedures  

 Under live demo camera, model how to consider a font type and try to replicate it. 

Demonstrate using words from a student’s golden line. Discuss why certain fonts seem 

more appropriate than other fonts. 

 Show fonts available to replicate and urge students to envision their own fonts as well. 

 Pass out watercolor washes to each student, and pencils and copy paper for sketching. 

 After deciding on a font, students should choose favorite layout sketch from last session to 

sketch out golden line very lightly in chosen font over wash. 

 As students finish penciling in lines, hand them black Sharpie pens to start tracing. 

Encourage patience and persistence with this step in particular. 

 Students stack washes at end of class 
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Session 4 
 

Learning Goal Assessment 

 When I share my stories through art, I 

know how they make a different impact on 

my audience than through writing. 

 Students bring work to completion. 

Students showcase work and provide 

feedback to classmates. 

Session Flow (Circle one for each part) 

Pre-activity None 

Introduction Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Middle Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Wrap-up Teacher lead Work time Present/ discuss Game 

Post-activity Gallery Walk  

Materials Preparation 

 Sharpie pens: varying thickness  Prepare poster tack in tiny squares for 

student use. 

 Poster tack or white glue  Precut foam core at least 1 inch larger on 

all sides than paintings. 

 Black foam core or black construction 

paper 

 

 Pencils  

Vocabulary  

 Reflect: to think deeply and carefully about 

Procedures  

 Pass out projects and Sharpie pens. Students begin where they left off last session. 

 As students finish, encourage them to add designs, icons, or borders if they desire. Students 

should continue to add any extra designs with pencil first, and then Sharpie pen. 

 20–25 minutes before the end of class, stop and demonstrate how to adhere paintings to 

foam core or black construction paper.  

 Demo: matting artwork. Place six tiny pieces of poster tack on the back of each painting. 

Turn over and center painting onto precut pieces of foam core. Press flat. If no poster tack 

is available, use a tiny bit of white glue or tacky craft glue. 

 Note: Students who finish all parts early may use scrap watercolor paper to make cards or 

bookmarks with messages for friends and family. 

 Post activity: During the end of class or the next class session, lead students through a 

gallery walk. Students should observe and provide commentary on font, color, and layout 

choices of their peers and reflect on their own choices. 

 


